Sig Ep suspended for alleged hazing
ART & SPORT
Juggling Club provides relaxation and inspiration

POETRY IN MOTION

THE NATION
IS THAT A SPY IN YOUR POCKET?

The UCF Police Department has received a report that some UCF students are engaging in espionage activities.

The incident involved a student who was observed taking photos and videos on campus without proper authorization.

The student was asked to show their ID and explain their activities, but refused to cooperate.

The police are currently investigating the matter and have advised the student to cease all activities.

DON'T SWEAT THE TECHNIQUE
It only looks hard. For those who think that juggling is a mystery and wish to improve their skills, here are some of the tricks of the trade.

Raina Young

JUGGLING BLENDS
ART & SPORT
Juggling Club provides relaxation and inspiration

TARA YOUNG

Casey Glass

NATION & WORLD
# ANTITRUST ACTIVISTS RUSH TO ORGANIZE PROTESTS ACROSS U.S.

Angered by the Federal Trade Commission's decision to reject the merger of two of the country's largest grocery chains, anti-trust activists have launched a nationwide campaign to protest the decision.

The campaign aims to raise awareness about the dangers of monopolies and to encourage consumers to support smaller, locally owned businesses.

The activists have planned a series of rallies and demonstrations in major cities across the country, including New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles.

The campaign is expected to gain momentum as more people become aware of the issues involved.

Rock for Hunger raises $200 for charity

JEN GLAZITZ

Volunteer UCF organized their first charity concert of the year Tuesday in downtown Orlando and raised $200 for Second Harvest, a charity helping to feed the hungry in Orange County and across Central Florida.

The concert was the first of its kind this school year, although the group has seven more concerts already planned for the year. Chris Goyfman, the head of Volunteer UCF, has some high goals set for Rock for Hunger.

"At our first concert, we raised $100. At our second, we raised $100. At our third, we raised $100. So, at our fourth, I would like to raise $100. At our fifth, we would like to raise $100. At our sixth, we would like to raise $100. At our seventh, we would like to raise $100. At our eighth, we would like to raise $100. At our ninth, we would like to raise $100. At our tenth, we would like to raise $100. At our eleventh, we would like to raise $100. At our twelfth, we would like to raise $100. At our thirteenth, we would like to raise $100. At our fourteenth, we would like to raise $100. At our fifteenth, we would like to raise $100. At our sixteenth, we would like to raise $100. At our seventeenth, we would like to raise $100. At our eighteenth, we would like to raise $100. At our nineteenth, we would like to raise $100. At our twentieth, we would like to raise $100. At our twenty-first, we would like to raise $100. At our twenty-second, we would like to raise $100. At our twenty-third, we would like to raise $100. At our twenty-fourth, we would like to raise $100. At our twenty-fifth, we would like to raise $100. At our twenty-sixth, we would like to raise $100. At our twenty-seventh, we would like to raise $100. At our twenty-eighth, we would like to raise $100. At our twenty-ninth, we would like to raise $100. At our thirtieth, we would like to raise $100. At our thirty-first, we would like to raise $100. At our thirty-second, we would like to raise $100. At our thirty-third, we would like to raise $100. At our thirty-fourth, we would like to raise $100. At our thirty-fifth, we would like to raise $100. At our thirty-sixth, we would like to raise $100. At our thirty-seventh, we would like to raise $100. At our thirty-eighth, we would like to raise $100. At our thirty-ninth, we would like to raise $100. At our fortieth, we would like to raise $100. At our forty-first, we would like to raise $100. At our forty-second, we would like to raise $100. At our forty-third, we would like to raise $100. At our forty-fourth, we would like to raise $100. At our forty-fifth, we would like to raise $100. At our forty-sixth, we would like to raise $100. At our forty-seventh, we would like to raise $100. At our forty-eighth, we would like to raise $100. At our forty-ninth, we would like to raise $100. At our fiftieth, we would like to raise $100. At our fifty-first, we would like to raise $100. At our fifty-second, we would like to raise $100. At our fifty-third, we would like to raise $100. At our fifty-fourth, we would like to raise $100. At our fifty-fifth, we would like to raise $100. At our fifty-sixth, we would like to raise $100. At our fifty-seventh, we would like to raise $100. At our fifty-eighth, we would like to raise $100. At our fifty-ninth, we would like to raise $100. At our sixtieth, we would like to raise $100. At our sixty-first, we would like to raise $100. At our sixty-second, we would like to raise $100. At our sixty-third, we would like to raise $100. At our sixty-fourth, we would like to raise $100. At our sixty-fifth, we would like to raise $100. At our sixty-sixth, we would like to raise $100. At our sixty-seventh, we would like to raise $100. At our sixty-eighth, we would like to raise $100. At our sixty-ninth, we would like to raise $100. At our seventieth, we would like to raise $100. At our seventy-first, we would like to raise $100. At our seventy-second, we would like to raise $100. At our seventy-third, we would like to raise $100. At our seventy-fourth, we would like to raise $100. At our seventy-fifth, we would like to raise $100. At our seventy-sixth, we would like to raise $100. At our seventy-seventh, we would like to raise $100. At our seventy-eighth, we would like to raise $100. At our seventy-ninth, we would like to raise $100. At our eighty-first, we would like to raise $100. At our eighty-second, we would like to raise $100. At our eighty-third, we would like to raise $100. At our eighty-fourth, we would like to raise $100. At our eighty-fifth, we would like to raise $100. At our eighty-sixth, we would like to raise $100. At our eighty-seventh, we would like to raise $100. At our eighty-eighth, we would like to raise $100. At our eighty-ninth, we would like to raise $100. At our ninetieth, we would like to raise $100. At our ninety-first, we would like to raise $100. At our ninety-second, we would like to raise $100. At our ninety-third, we would like to raise $100. At our ninety-fourth, we would like to raise $100. At our ninety-fifth, we would like to raise $100. At our ninety-sixth, we would like to raise $100. At our ninety-seventh, we would like to raise $100. At our ninety-eighth, we would like to raise $100. At our ninety-ninth, we would like to raise $100. At our one hundredth, we would like to raise $100.

"To the college students, every 1/100 is a huge part of college, because we are trying to figure out what life is about," said Wilk. "So on that line, your journey is why not stop for extraordinary occasions, and just relax and give back. People need our help, and people need to go to show some goodness in order to not say our college life is out of order!"" Students weren't the only ones looking to help out the community. Board members also found money.
After 30 years, UCF librarians but won't restrequest any time
TILER GILLESPIE
Community Editor

When students are trouble
boat with questions not easily
solved with a simple
Google search on the internet. 

"In the 1990s, I was put in
charge of a small library in
Germany," she said. "I thought
that it was a pretty cool job, 
and then I realized that you
don't have a master's degree,
because an undergraduate
was not enough in a library.

Her practical knowledge
was also helpful when she
sought her master's degree in
Library Science from Florida
State University.

At the end of her career as
a librarian, Mahan worked
about 10 hours a day, four
days a week. She arrived at
the library around 5:30 a.m.
and left at 6:00 p.m. She was
considered to be the most
senior librarian at the university.

The reference desk was not
the only place Mahan's knowl-
dedge was utilized.

While growing up, she had
participated in the
Campus Activities Board,
which had a Florida-style
board with the chance to play in
the trees.

Throughout the years,
Mahan has heard inquiries
about the extent of the help
they can get what they pay
for. "I'm going to miss the
most is my amazing
staff," she said.

"As a typical librarian, she is
always striving to help
everyone, which the
girl was very grateful.
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Where students are the first priority.

Student Government Association

SGA Presidential Election

Presidential Elections 2007

Important Dates:

Information Session: 1/17 @ 12:30pm (SU, 316 C)
Petitions Available: 1/22 @ 9am
Information Session: 1/24 @ 12:30pm (SU, 316 C)
Declaration of Candidacy: 1/29-2/1 (9-5pm)
Information Session: 2/5 @ 12:30pm (SU, 316 C)
Candidate Forum: 2/13 @12:30pm (SU, 316 CD)

Election Dates: 2/19-2/21

SGA. UCF.edu
ASSOCIATED PRESS

*This report was filed with AP's special reporting services.*

**LYNX CAN HELP!**

If your tank on empty?

**Single Ride - $1.50**
**Day Pass - $5.50**
**7 Day Pass - $12.00**

Log onto www.golynx.com for a full listing of routes from the UCF Superstrop.

Your ride is here!

---

**LYNX provides bus service to the bowling town, downtown Orlando and many other Central Florida locations.**

With these low fares you’ll have plenty of money left for the things you really want in college!

**We could go anywhere. We chose Florida International University.**

---

**RESEARCHING**

**Higher Education**

What’s in the news at colleges around the country.

**Bemidji State University wants to cut all of its costs by 15% by spring 2006.**

BEMIDJI, Minn. — Bemidji State University is moving to cut its emissions of fossil fuel-generated greenhouse gases and to save money by moving from oil to wood chips for most of the heating.

The college plans to invest $2.5 million in a new boiler that will heat most campus buildings by next winter, said Joan Goodrich, the college's vice president for planning and special projects.

The college follows dozens of public school districts in Vermont that have seen significant financial savings from similar installations. Leland and Gray Union High School in Townshend cut its annual heating bill by about $48,000 after making the switch, according to the Vermont Department of Public Service.

Supporters of wood chip heating say it is “carbon-neutral” in that carbon released when trees are burned is absorbed when the trees are planted or seed naturally to replace them.

The college expects to cut its oil use from 44,000 gallons in the 2004-2005 heating season to 3,200 to 3,700 in the 2005-2006 season.

The switch is part of the college’s ongoing effort to reduce its carbon footprint, Goodrich said. A new student center that opened this fall includes passive cooling methods and recycled materials.

**Study: SAT scores a good predictor of university graduation.**

BALTIMORE — A study of Maryland’s four-year colleges and universities concludes that SAT scores, already dropped by one state university, may be a requirement for admission in future, the researchers said.

The report, prepared for the Maryland Higher Education Commission, looked at the percentage of undergraduates who started college in 1999 and graduated within six years.

“Those with higher SAT scores are more likely to not only return for a second year of study but eventually earn a degree as well,” the report said.

Among students whose combined math and verbal SAT scores were 1,000 or higher, about 80 percent earned a degree within six years, compared with 50 percent of those scoring less than 900.

Of course, the students tested the SAT before the addition of a writing section, meaning 600 was the highest possible score.

Sallisbury University last year became the only state school to allow prospective freshmen write-point essay, but has not submitted SAT scores with their applications.

UN Mideast, Iraq, says peace conference to start in Jan., London

**DETROIT — The University of Michigan said Wednesday that it will no longer consider race and sex in deciding which students to admit, complying for the first time ever with a new voter-approved ballot initiative on affirmative action even in court to challenge the ban in the U.S.**

The Ann Arbor school, along with Wayne State University, the University of Detroit Mercy and the University of Detroit, had sought more time to make the switch to admissions or financial aid systems that do not give preferential treatment based on race.

“This is a big step forward, there’s not much more to do,” said Anne Miller, chair of the university’s board of regents. “The students, the faculty, the administration, the people of this state should be proud.”

The university had suspended its admissions process for the fall semester, and admission of students admitted with Proposal 2 in mind. It said it would fully comply with Proposal 2, an amended version of a state Constitution that was voted approval Nov. 5.

It is race and gender preferences in public university admissions and state government contracting.

---
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Event gives musicians a chance to contribute

from the event while raking the stage to raise money for the hun-

Jeremy Sigal, who plays in the local band The Rotten Pink
Collective, came to perform for a cause he felt needed help in
our community.

"People are hungry, and these are the ones of us who can
afford to do our part," said Sigal. "This event helps
bring awareness to the blights and struggles of others.

While the tickets have sold out, Rock for Hunger also
has programs. Rock for Hunger is an event from the big lug-geren Hip hop
artists CLIH, whose name came from Greg Roop from the band
Strange, has performed before at
the event and came back because it was such a good cause.

Musicians needed to get involved in charity events like Rock for Hunger,
said Sigal. "This event helps the people who do not have as
much in their own way. It's important to give to others.

Tickets to Rocking Out Hunger cost between $15 and $8.
It's a way for people to give back, and have a few
drinks, enjoy great music, and most importantly support a great cause," Sigal said.

The event is scheduled for February 25 at the OAK Level
(Area) of the University of Central Florida. Visit http://www.rock-
forhunger.ucf.com to volunteer or donate.

If you didn’t buy your textbooks at Half.com, you paid too much. Half.com has all the textbooks you need like chemistry, astronomy and history for a lot less.

An Army of One.

Juniors, Seniors & Master’s Degree students, its not too late to enroll in UCF Army ROTC. For details visit http://www.army.ucf.edu or call 407-823-5883.
Juggling Club open to all, member Mike Wilhelm said when he took a break from form. We're here to learn from each other and to have fun. "There is very little introspective thought taking place. In a sense, you just relax, allowing your thoughts to cycle out of your mind," Walker said. "Usually you don't want to be thinking of anything." The former president and founder of the club, James Burdick, started the club with the aspirations of a juggler's research project in mind. In fact, many of the club members are majoring in civil engineering or a related math and science field. "I was looking to create a sort of program that would help people learn at spatial awareness skills," Burdick said. "So many skills are time-based. If you had the ability to control time, you could become faster at the juggling club." Burdick went on to describe a type of augmented reality where: there would be a computer program that projected a stream of light, much like a hologram shows. Once the path of light is in front of you, it could be moved right, for example, a ball. Any errors would be obvious because the ball would go off the path of light. A juggler could then, ultimately, improve his skills by getting the pattern down to perfection.

Juggling utilizes cognitive abilities, and the club's faculty sponsor is a psychology professor, James Bishop. He helps promote the juggling club in his general psychology class by offering extra credit to students who learn to juggle. "If anyone needs help, he sends them our way," Walker said. The club usually puts on a little show for the class toward the end of the semester too. The team also does various small performances on UCF campus events and a few animal festivals outside of Orlando. The Halloween festival at UCF brings in visiting juggling teams from Florida State University, the University of Florida, and the University of South Florida. "We all meet together for a weekend of fun. We cookout on the grill, laughed and made new friends," Walker said. They also attend the April Fool's Day festival, held at Florida State University and coming up the Groundhog Day festival in Atlanta from Feb. 15.

Interested students can check out the club's Web site, jugglingatucf.org, to get the club's current schedule.
**Sports**

**Central Florida Future**

**The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968**

**Knights to host celebrity classic**

**MEHALI THOMAS**

The UCF baseball team recently announced plans to host the first annual Central Florida Celebrity Softball Classic. The two-day event will feature a Celebrity Gala and roast on Jan. 28, followed by a Celebrity softball game on Jan. 29.

The idea for the event came when Vintage Sports Management approached UCF Baseball head coach Jay Bergman with a proposal for a fundraiser. Bergman said, "I'm happy to see some people that might not necessarily come to a UCF game or might not have ever been on our campus," Bergman said.

Kicking of the festivities will be the Celebrity Roast, which will feature Bergman. The event will take place at the FAIRWINDS Alumni Center at UCF and will honor Bergman and all his accomplishments.

"We batted around different people in the community that people would know," Bergman said. "Then finally we (Vintage Sports Management) just said, ‘would you mind doing this?’

"I'm really comfortable with it," Bergman added. "I'm not really enjoying it in that type of spotlight, but I said I would, because it's the first year." Bergman may not like to toss his own horn, but with 14,454 career collegiate wins, he certainly has a reason to. Not only that, but Bergman will also coach his Lasorda UCF game this season in early March.

Two of the featured roosters that might see former New York Mets manager Davey Johnson and former Minnesota Twins pitcher Frank Viola, who have had comparable careers with each other.

Johnson helped guide the Mets to the 1986 World Series win, and has a career total of 1,148 career collegiate wins, he could very well coach his Lasorda UCF game this season in early March.

On the other end, Viola played 15 years in the major leagues. He is also noted for averaging a .331 record in the 1972 playoffs on the way to winning the World Series MVP. UCF's Pat Clarke will serve as the co-host for the evening.

The weekend will also include Celebrity softball games, where many professional athletes and UCF alumni will take the field. Some of the featured guests include Kenard Lang (Gainesville, Fla.), Rashad Jeanty (UCF, Columbus, Ga.), Thomas Clarke (Silkhope, Redditch, Browm), John Medley (Davenport, Ind.)

See the layout for details.

---

**Women's Basketball to host UAB**

**NATHAN CUNTS**

It's been a slow start to the season for the UCF Women's basketball team. "We think we started off very, very slowly," UCF head coach Gal Strieglar said. "It was pretty disappointing with the beginning of the season.

The disappointing start hasn't been exactly a surprise, however. After all, the team is still adjusting to its new place in Conference USA.

The good news for UCF is that it is finally coming back to Orlando and will be able to play in front of a home crowd that has proven to be a key to the Knights' success. Strieglar said that the team has a better shot to win in front of a friendly crowd. That's about where the good news ends. Coming into Orlando on Friday, for their first conference home game, the University of Alabama at Huntsville. UAB is just above .500 at 3-0 in the conference play.

Their top threat is SMU, which UAB beat in a close game. 73-68. The Mustangs were down by a couple points at the half, showed they have no problem finishing strong. They shot 46.2 percent from the field and went 10-14 on free throws to overcome the Mustangs. Finishing is one of the problems that Strieglar has noted that UCF needs to work on.

---

**Knights CAN'T FINISH UCF loses first C-USA match in overtime upset**

We kind of had that blank look on our face when we got down by four, and you can't have that.”

**BRIAN MURPHY**

For 37 minutes on Wednesday night, the UCF Men’s Basketball team did everything in their power to care the most important win of their season. But college basketball is a 40-minute game and in those remaining minutes, they successfully blew it in overtime.

In their battle against the UAB Blazers, the Knights built a 20-point lead with less than three minutes left on the clock. But by the end of regulation, a certain victory had vanished as the Blazers stormed back to force the game into overtime. In the extra five minutes, the Blazers dominated a stunned squad of Knights, claiming a 74-64 triumph.

The game was about 12:12 to play, forward Lavell Culp’s tap out from the Knights 3 to 37 lead. That basket sparked a 15-0 run, which looked like it would clinch the game. With a couple of basket from forward Josh Peppers and sophomore guard Derrick Thomas, UCF’s advantage reached its peak at 8-4 with 3:20 to play.

Senior guard Maurice globe nailed a 3-pointer to cut the deficit to seven, 2-5 to play, but UAB, likely in the hands of the Knights as long as they could control the ball, forced them to make the maximum defense. They did none of that.

On the Knights’ next possession, junior guard Dave Noel turned the ball over which led to another UAB bucket, bringing the Blazers to within five. While their lead was shrinking, the Knights themselves were starting to tighten up. Last month, secured by numerous second half collapses and you could feel those memories filtering back into their minds. With a minute to play, The Blazers committed a few fouls, two more in their comeback effort. If Noel and Taylor could make just one three throw, The Knights would have walked out of the Bartow Arena with a crucial win. But both players missed the free shot and one attempt at the line and both missed shot to quick bounces by UAB junior guard Paul
**Howard carries Magic to victory**

JANICE MCGUIRE

OAKLAND—Dwight Howard's teammate told him he needed two more points for the first 30-point game of his career. Howard responded by scoring those two points in four tries over the final minute of regulation play. As for the rest of the game, well, that is another story.

The Magic won their fifth straight game, 91-76 over the Golden State Warriors on Wednesday night to make a Rape 15-point swing since mid-December.

"It's a game that we really needed to get," Howard said in a radio interview. "We didn't respond as well as we should have and we didn't respond as well as we were capable of responding. So we are going to have to go into that game with a little more determination and when that 3-point shot is not going in, we have got to stick to what we have got to do and try to get some things going."

That wasn't the case against the Warriors, as Howard shot just 2-of-8 from the floor, 2-of-8 from the 3-point line and missed six free throw attempts.

The game against the Warriors was the first of six games on the road for the Magic, who had won their last three games on the road.

"We need to have some energy on defense to get this game back to even," Howard said. "Our guys got to run up and down the floor, get off the bench, and try to implement that in a game against a grind-it-out team."

**Bergman to be honored at two-day event**

Brendon Michael Uomo, UCF Athletics Director, announced on Wednesday that Lanny Bergman, a former UCF football coach and director of athletics, will be honored with the Lanny Bergman Inspirational Award during the 13th Annual UCF Football alumni Kick-Off Luncheon and National Signing Day dinner on Friday, Feb. 4.

The event will be held at the UCF Alumni Center in the Student Union and will feature keynote speaker and former UCF football coach, Lanny Bergman.

Bergman, who served as the UCF football coach from 1950 to 1958, was a member of the National Football Foundation and Hall of Fame and was inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame in 1973.

"Lanny was a true pioneer in college football," Uomo said. "He led UCF to its first-ever conference title in 1952, and his influence on both the university and the community continues to this day."
THE YEAR'S BEST
(AND WORST)

FRIDAY
Snow Day
Memory Mall, 2 p.m.
There may be no winter in Florida, but there's snow at UCF. Come play in real-life white stuff and hear local bands play.

TONIGHT
The Sonic Explosion
AX Lounge, 8 p.m.
With songs such as 'Overdone Love Song,' this band has got to be good.

The Supervillains
The Social, 9 p.m.
Get ready to rock out to some seriously laid-back, horn-heavy reggae.

TOMORROW
John Simon
Footlight Theater, 8 p.m.
Turns out, it's funny when someone hypnotizes you and then ridicules you. Who knew?

Chris Porter
Orlando Improv, 7:30 p.m., 9:45 p.m.
This alumnae from NBC's 'Last Comic Standing' aims to make you laugh.

SUNDAY
Atomic Tangerine
The Social, 7 p.m.
These colorful Orlando natives return home to blast their alternative tunes. Performances by Stump, Mobella and The Aristocracy.

Children of Men showed the world bleak was brilliant in 2006 cinema

WILLIAM GOSS
Staff writer
The end is near. Women can no longer have children. Terrorists are attacking the U.S. And a princess is dead... But don't forget to bring me back some popcorn. Half of the best films on my list for 2006 deal with nothing less than the unyielding fate of death itself, yet most of those also brought with them a genuine sense of hope in the end. It may not have always made for joyful viewing, but then again, hope isn't the only thing that floats.

Place: $2005 on A12
This year, skinny is the new boot-cut. Seeing someone's started, back-to-school is all about skinny jeans.

According to a Doc. Art article in the fall, the hit through skinny jeans or skinny-leg jeans can be traced back to the French. Mode of them is the new style for this year, instead of boot-cut or low-rise jeans.

Skinny jeans styles are already a favorite on campus. Stacy Kassoff, an 18-year-old junior, said "I just love them. It's all I wear these days in the fall just because they're comfortable." Kassoff has three pairs of style of skinny jeans. They're slim for the fall season and enjoy reading Vogue for fashion and style advice.

One of a favorite hunch spot is Dexter's, a chic little spot on Park Avenue in West Park. This is the perfect space, part restaurant, so you can freely enjoy eating, drinking, and yesty atmosphere.

Dexter's is a delicious spread of fresh salads, sandwich, pastries and more. Dexter's is American high-class eating at its finest, and doesn't break the bank.

Start off with a bucket of sweet potato chips with oriental yum sauce for dipping and you won't be disappointed.

This delicious feels the perfect blend of salty and sweet paired with a tangy balsamic. But save room for lunch, because the menu is plenty of great choices.

In the salad section, one of my favorites was an avocado, green pepper & sun-dried tomato cracker salad. Fresh, chunky, a salad served over green with cheese mixture, sun-dried tomatoes, toasted nuts, parmesan cheese and topped with a large balsamic vinegar.

Dexter's also offers up great sandwiches. Guests have the option of "order- ing" their own sandwich and our group's choice of bread, meat, cheese veggics and more! To help create always a delicious outcome.

If you don't feel like putting together the options your own sandwich component, there is a chart of the number of sandwich combinations that can be made.

The grilled pomegranate chicken salad is made of flavorful pisto grilled chicken on brown rice seasoned with sun-dried tomato, balsamic veggics, and fresh herbs. When paired with a large balsamic veggic.

Dexter's traditional American meals are some of the best.

Our eggplant Napoleon is that mixture of eggplant that is drizzled in butter and fresh this is all layered with spinach, provolone, Parmesan cheese and baked until golden crisp.

It's American with any variety.

But the grilled Colby chicken is their best in American favor. I usually get this dish as a single order at mediocre restaurant, but they say that it's hard to mess up a hamburger.

Our family of scones is great at Dexter's. If everything is fresh, then the hamburger will be fluffy and flavorful. And the price is a good value.

Dexter's is out of this world.

They have a variety of clothes. When paired with a large balsamic veggic, it may be a safe choice, but it is also a delicious one.

Dexter's, located at 1599 Main Avenue, White Plains, is

Dexter's is one of the most popular dining spots on the West Side, but it's hard to resist.
IN THEATRES JANUARY 12

IRISH CREME 1/2oz FRANGIPANE 1/2oz BRANDY 1/2oz MARASCHINO 1/2oz OMBRE INGREDIENTS

A glass filled with sma11iong strain into a ice, swirl and large shot glass.

THE ORIGINAL
DEVANEYS
University & Goldenrod

Thursday Night - ALL YOU CAN DRINK until 12 am *$5 Cover
Saturday Night - No Cover *11pm *1 Domestic Drafts *2 Wells *til 2am

Monday Night - FREE BEER ALL NIGHT *$1 Wells for Ladies *til 12:30
All you can eat wings 5-9 pm
Cover’s Ladies *6 Guys

Tuesday Night - Wheel of Fortune Specials every 30 mins
like FREE Drafts & More!
First 30 people get in FREE

Wednesday & Sunday Nights NO COVER with College ID
FREE BEER! - FREE Liquor! *til Midnight
Tuesday Night - *$1 Pitchers & *$3 Jager Bombs All Night

Friday Night - COLLEGE NIGHT *NO COVER!
$5 Bomb & Wells Live Music w/UCF ID

Get all your UCF Basketball action here!

FRIDAY • SATURDAY NIGHTS
Ladies Night No Cover for Ladies 2-4-1 Martinis 10-30-Midnight
DAILY SPECIALS
Happy Hour 4-6 pm - 2-4-1 Martinis - 1 OFF Bottled Beers • 1 Sushi

NUTTY PROFESSOR 1/3 oz Irish Cream 1/3 oz Frangelico 1/3 oz Grand Marnier
Oregon almond, cashew and hazelnut.

IN HONOR OF BACK TO SCHOOL WEEK, WE RECOMMEND

HOLLYWOOD PICTURES PRESENTS A MARVY PRODUCTION "PRIMEVAL." DOMINIC PURCELL, ORLANDO JONES, BROOKE LANGSTON, JEREMY POPOVICH, WILLOW JUIN FRIZZELL. EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS JAMIE TARES, WITCH ENGEL PRODUCED BY GAVIN POLONE WRITTEN & DIRECTED BY MICHAEL KATESMAN.

ACADEMY AWARD® WINNER

HILARY SWANK

IN INSPIRED BY THE TRUE STORY OF THE MOST PROLIFIC SERIAL KILLER IN HISTORY.

FREEDOM WRITERS

their story, their words
2006 brought gems "Borat, Queen"

The Worst

1. "I FINISH THE HEART IS BEAUTIFUL IMMEDIATELY AND LADY IN THE WATER"
On the heels of misguided conclusions. On one hand, Asian American's exceedingly unimpre-
sant story of a child subjected to torture, brutality and the occasion-
act of sodomy, based on the secret dump-truck diaries.

2. "LARRY THE CABLE GUY: HEALTH INSPECTOR AND VET"
There are terminal illnesses more endearing than either of these genres, one of the best being the comedic of both in the same movie.

3. "BLOOD AND MONEY"
Terrestrial worst-of decade. Dennis Hopper and Spike Lee make their requisite appear-
cances, courtesy of a moronic video-game adaptation and a bromide facade/fraudulence.

4. "I JUST MY LUCK"

5. "DOUGLAS AND ARTHUR: THE CLEMBELS"
Not once, but twice this year. The Weinstein Company hijack lackluster animation from overseas, whittle .

HONORABLE MENTIONS

1. The Love of a Work sigh | Little Children | Over the Hedge | The Da Vinci Code | The 4400 | The Devil's Advocate | The Book Of The Dead | Dixie Chicks: Shut Up & Sing | The Four Wives | Street Fight

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR NURSE PENDING

The University of Tampa
Graduate Studies
401 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33606-1680
Phone: 813-258-7409
E-mail: utgrad@ut.edu
Register online: grad.ut.edu

The Worst

1. "I FINISH THE HEART IS BEAUTIFUL IMMEDIATELY AND LADY IN THE WATER"
On the heels of misguided conclusions. On one hand, Asian American's exceedingly unimpre-
sant story of a child subjected to torture, brutality and the occasion-
act of sodomy, based on the secret dump-truck diaries.

2. "LARRY THE CABLE GUY: HEALTH INSPECTOR AND VET"
There are terminal illnesses more endearing than either of these genres, one of the best being the comedic of both in the same movie.

3. "BLOOD AND MONEY"
Terrestrial worst-of decade. Dennis Hopper and Spike Lee make their requisite appear-
cances, courtesy of a moronic video-game adaptation and a bromide facade/fraudulence.

4. "I JUST MY LUCK"

5. "DOUGLAS AND ARTHUR: THE CLEMBELS"
Not once, but twice this year. The Weinstein Company hijack lackluster animation from overseas, whittle .

HONORABLE MENTIONS

1. The Love of a Work sigh | Little Children | Over the Hedge | The Da Vinci Code | The 4400 | The Devil's Advocate | The Book Of The Dead | Dixie Chicks: Shut Up & Sing | The Four Wives | Street Fight

M hung" the Jared may just have to redefine their Ameri-
can dream in order to achieve it.

6. "THANK YOU FOR SMOKING"
As Dana, Reitman steadily leads his gritty on-hand docu-
tion unfolds his directorial debut. A razor-sharp satire filled with allusions to today's culture.

7. "PARK LEE BRITTAIN"
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR NURSE PENDING

The University of Tampa
Graduate Studies
401 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33606-1680
Phone: 813-258-7409
E-mail: utgrad@ut.edu
Register online: grad.ut.edu

The Worst

1. "I FINISH THE HEART IS BEAUTIFUL IMMEDIATELY AND LADY IN THE WATER"
On the heels of misguided conclusions. On one hand, Asian American's exceedingly unimpre-
sant story of a child subjected to torture, brutality and the occasion-
act of sodomy, based on the secret dump-truck diaries.

2. "LARRY THE CABLE GUY: HEALTH INSPECTOR AND VET"
There are terminal illnesses more endearing than either of these genres, one of the best being the comedic of both in the same movie.

3. "BLOOD AND MONEY"
Terrestrial worst-of decade. Dennis Hopper and Spike Lee make their requisite appear-
cances, courtesy of a moronic video-game adaptation and a bromide facade/fraudulence.

4. "I JUST MY LUCK"

5. "DOUGLAS AND ARTHUR: THE CLEMBELS"
Not once, but twice this year. The Weinstein Company hijack lackluster animation from overseas, whittle .

HONORABLE MENTIONS

1. The Love of a Work sigh | Little Children | Over the Hedge | The Da Vinci Code | The 4400 | The Devil's Advocate | The Book Of The Dead | Dixie Chicks: Shut Up & Sing | The Four Wives | Street Fight

M hung" the Jared may just have to redefine their Ameri-
can dream in order to achieve it.

6. "THANK YOU FOR SMOKING"
As Dana, Reitman steadily leads his gritty on-hand docu-
tion unfolds his directorial debut. A razor-sharp satire filled with allusions to today's culture.
If you are interested in exploring opportunities as an instructor, the City of Oviedo Parks and Recreation Department offers the following positions:

- **Instructors**
  - **Pay:** $10-$13/hour
  - **Responsibilities:** Instruct classes in a variety of areas including, but not limited to, CPR, First Aid, and Lifeguard Training.

- **Recreation Aides**
  - **Pay:** $8.50/hour
  - **Responsibilities:** Assist instructors in preparing for classes and maintaining the recreation center.

The City of Oviedo Parks and Recreation Department offers a flexible schedule to accommodate your work and personal needs. You will have the opportunity to learn new skills and make a positive impact on the community.

Please apply online at cityofoviedo.org or in person to Human Resources at City Hall, 400 Avalon Park East, Oviedo, FL 32765.

---

**WANTED!**
Customer Service Reps

- **Hourly + Commission**
- **Close to Full Sail & UCF**
- **Casual Dress**
- **Laid-Back Atmosphere**
- **Flexible Schedule**

Call (321) 397-3727 to set up an interview.

---

**NOW HIRING**

**Crime Analyst**

- **Department:** Crime Analysis
  - **Pay:** $10-$13/hour
  - **Responsibilities:** Analyze crime data to identify trends and patterns.

**Server**

- **Department:** Food & Beverage
  - **Pay:** $10-$13/hour
  - **Responsibilities:** Serve patrons in a friendly and efficient manner.

**Security Guard**

- **Department:** Security
  - **Pay:** $10-$13/hour
  - **Responsibilities:** Maintain order and safety at the facility.

**Lifeguard**

- **Department:** Aquatics
  - **Pay:** $10-$13/hour
  - **Responsibilities:** Supervise swimmers and enforce safety rules.

**DOCS NURSES**

- **Department:** Nursing
  - **Pay:** $10-$13/hour
  - **Responsibilities:** Provide direct patient care in a medical setting.

**Clerk**

- **Department:** Administration
  - **Pay:** $10-$13/hour
  - **Responsibilities:** Maintain records and assist customers.

For more information or to volunteer for this study, please visit www.vaxdesign.com/donors.

---

**BLOOD DONORS NEEDED FOR RESEARCH PROGRAM**

VaxDesign Corporation, one of central Florida's leading biotechnology research companies, is looking for volunteers to take part in an investigational study to aid in the development of an artificial immune system to test vaccine formulations.

As a participant in this research study, you would be asked to donate white blood cells on an apheresis machine once every 2 months. Your participation could involve up to 26 sessions per year, each of which is approximately 90 minutes long. In appreciation for your time, you will receive compensation of $200 per donation.

For more information or to volunteer for this study, please visit www.vaxdesign.com/donors.
Where students are the first priority, Student Government Association

Position Available
SGA Housing and Transportation Coordinator

Housing and Transportation Coordinator is responsible for maintaining the Safe Ride program, continuing the expansion of the Safe Ride program for the advancement of the Knight Rider round-trip system. The coordinator meets with Housing area councils to discuss advocacy issues, and surveying students for housing requests and proposals.

The Housing and Transportation Coordinator is a part of the Campus Life Unit and will be required to maintain 20 office hours per week as well as attending Student Government programming to assist other Campus Life Unit members.

Deadline is January 12th by 5pm
Applications can be picked up in the Student Government Office
Student Union Room 214

SGA.UCF.EDU

Employment Prep Conference

Wednesday January 17, 2007
12:00pm - 4:30pm
Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom

Who Should Attend
Students preparing for the Career Expo, Internship Fair, Part-Time Job Fair, or gearing up for a job search

Keynote Speaker:
Brian McAlister
Co-Founder of Roadtrip Nation

Sessions
- Keynote Presentation
- Individual Coaching Sessions
- Employment Workshops

Topics
- Job Search Techniques and Strategies
- Resume and Interview Preparation
- How To Negotiate Salary

Register Online at: www.sga.ucf.edu

RA SELECTION 2007
YOU'RE IN THE DRIVER'S SEAT

APPLY NOW!

www.ra.ucf.edu

APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEB 5

175 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
INVESTOR RELATIONS APPRENTICE
1-800-417-6360 33146

RAFRACTION 2007
1. Find the fake classified ad each
Monday in the Central Florida Future.
2. Enter online at
www.GentlFloridaFuture.com/spothooshes

SPOT THE SPOOF
CONGRATULATES THIS WEEK'S WINNER
APRIL HARRISON

SUDOKU

Place Classifieds
ONLINE
in the
Central Florida Future
for as low as $4 an issue!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

---

**WE BUY CARS - ANY CONDITION**
- We Sell & Install glass
- Fix & More
- We do radiator repairs
- Windshield
- Auto Detailing
- Car Wash
- Full service garage
- GEORGE

**300 ANNOUCEMENTS**
**ONLINE!**
**FREE!**

---

**SELECTED CLASSIFIEDS**

---

**350 FOR SALE - General**

---

**350 FOR SALE - Miscellaneous**

---

**BAHAMA SPRING BREAK**

---

**600 TRAVEL**

---

**600 TRAVEL**

---

**600 TRAVEL**

---
16% OFF ANY PURCHASE
Enter ICHP062S at checkout

Stop stacking and start saving!

SATURDAY JANUARY 13TH
6PM-9PM
$20 ENTRY FEE

ADRENALINA FLOWRIDER OPEN
STAND UP COMPETITION GRAND PRIZE $1,000
BODYBOARDING COMPETITION GRAND PRIZE
ADRENALINA GOLD MEMBERSHIP* $1,000

FOR ADRENALINA GOLD MEMBERSHIP INFO GO TO ADRENALINASTORE.COM

AT THE FLORIDA MALL NEAR NORDSTROM
ADRENALINASTORE.COM 407.858.2160.